Three main topics of recent research on multimodal biometric systems are addressed in this article: The lack of sufficiently large multimodal test data sets, the influence of cultural aspects and data protection issues of multimodal biometric data. In this contribution, different possibilities are presented to extend multimodal databases by generating so-called virtual users, which are created by combining single biometric modality data of different users. Comparative tests on databases containing real and virtual users based on a multimodal system using handwriting and speech are presented, to study to which degree the use of virtual multimodal databases allows conclusions with respect to recognition accuracy in comparison to real multimodal data. All tests have been carried out on databases created from donations from three different nationality groups. This allows to review the experimental results both in general and in context of cultural origin. The results show that in most cases the usage of virtual persons leads to lower accuracy than the usage of real users in terms of the measurement applied: the Equal Error Rate. Finally, this article will address the general question how the concept of virtual users may influence the data protection requirements for multimodal evaluation databases in the future.
INTRODUCTION
Biometric authentication systems provide an alternative to the conventional authentication methods, secret knowledge or personal possession. The fact that the authentication object is directly linked with the person itself (passive biometrics: e.g. fingerprint, face) or with the behavior of the person (active biometrics: e.g. signature, voice) is one main advantage of biometrics. Theft or handoff (intended or accidental) of biometric authentication objects are not possible in an easy way, on the other side these are central problems of using secret knowledge or personal possession. An idea to solve these problems is to combine at least two of the three authentication factors mentioned above, such combination of a personal identification number (secret knowledge) and a smart card (personal possession) for example. In general a biometric system works in two operation modes: enrollment or authentication. The enrollment means the registration of a user within the system where the reference data are stored for the user and associated with the user's identity. Figure 1 shows the data acquisition module captures the physiological or behavioral trait of the user and after an optional preprocessing the feature extraction module determines a feature set from the captured data describing the current biometric data within the biometric system. Then this feature set is stored as reference data in the database of the biometric system. For authentication the same process steps are carried out up to the feature extraction. The matching module compares the feature vectors of authentication data and reference data, and calculates a similarity value, the socalled matching score. This score is the basis for the decision whether the user is the person which he or she claims to be (verification mode), or who the user is (identification mode). In recent research the interest on multimodal biometric systems for automatic user authentication rose strongly. The aim of combination of different biometric systems is the possible improvement of the authentication performance in comparison to the best single system involved. Other goals addressed by multimodal biometric systems are to make spoof attacks difficult for an imposter or to provide one (or more) alternative modality if a trait is missing or a trait can be recognized poorly. For multimodal biometrics there are three levels where fusion can be carried out based on the point of fusion within the biometric authentication process: fusion on feature extraction level, fusion on matching score level and fusion on decision level. The fusion on feature extraction level is based on a combination of the single feature vectors of the different systems, by concatenation of the vectors for example. However, this is an unpopular method because of the high dimension of the joint feature vector and the consequently high effort in calculation of the matching score. For the fusion on matching score level the scores of the systems involved are combined to one single joint matching score. Most multimodal fusions use this point within the authentication process for fusion because of its advantages such as one individual match score of each subsystem, simple possible weighting strategies based on this scores or one single value as basis for the decision step. The entire authentication process of each system is carried out at the fusion on decision level, and is based on the single decisions one common result is determined, e.g. by Boolean operations. Jain and Ross describe in [1] an improvement by a multimodal fusion using face, fingerprint and hand geometry. In [2] Vielhauer et al. present a multimodal system where a speech recognition system and a signature recognition system are fused in order to obtain a better authentication result in comparison to the single biometric systems involved. An enhancement of this multimodal system was suggested in [3] by exchange of the single signature component by a multi-algorithmic handwriting subsystem. By this multimodal/multi-algorithmic fusion an improvement of 15% could achieved in comparison to original multimodal system described in [2] . The multi-algorithmic method is proposed in [4] by Scheidat et al. and uses a combination of four signature verification algorithms in order to improve the verification result. The best fusion strategy results in a decrease of the performance measure, the equal error rate, of 12.1% in comparison to the best individual algorithm. At the evaluation of multimodal systems recurrently arise the problem of obtaining suitable test data of a single person for the used modalities. Existing multimodal biometric databases which contain the required modalities in the required quality and quantity are rare. Therefore Wolf et al. propose in [5] a possibility for a multimodal database's enhancement by building virtual users and using these to enlarge the database. Virtual users are considered as the combination of two or more traits captured from different users. The article shows that such an enlargement by approximately 50% leads to degradations of up to approximately 25% with respect to equal error rate based on a multimodal fusion of handwriting and speech. In this paper we propose the creation of an entire database of virtual users by shuffling the collected data of handwriting and speech. The underlying system mixes the existing data of the individual persons without the data of a single person being combined with each other. Recently, another area of research is the cross-cultural evaluation of active biometrics. The general idea in this domain is to include additional non-biometric information about users of biometric systems, such as cultural background (e.g. spoken and written language, nationality), biological and physiological data (e.g. gender, handedness), as well as technical characteristics of the system itself (e.g. sensor type) in the biometric processes. A methodology for this purpose has been suggested based on a structured set of metadata ( [6] ) and based on experimental evaluations. The authors show that the recognition accuracy of a biometric handwriting recognition system may vary significantly, depending on metadata such as gender or written language. In [7] Jain et al. describe the utilization of "soft" biometric traits like gender or height to add the identity information to the primary biometric like fingerprint, face or handgeometry. But here no inter-cultural context is proposed, however the improvement of significantly in general. Wolf et al. show in [8] that more discrimination parameters can be found analyzing the cross-cultural impact on behavioral biometric data. Also parameters like changing experiences and learnt attributes of writing show distinct influences. The field of inter-cultural and multi-modal user interfaces was extended by the aspect of metadata. In [9] Scheidat et al.
show furthermore, that it is possible to give distinct design recommendations for active handwriting biometrics according to user groups of specific cultural background with respect to different security levels including forgery scenarios.
Besides the construction of multimodal databases with the desired modalities based on virtual users and/or expansion of an existing database, the aspect of the protection of data privacy arose recently. In detail building virtual users may enhance data protection of personal data and therefore could enable research without legal restriction. In Europe the basic of current data protection laws was set by the Directive 95/46 on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Processing of Personal Data of the European Union ( [10] ). There are different points of view in the classification of data protection requirements concerning biometric data of individuals. One possible interpretation of German law is that data can be differentiated in related and relatable data of an individual. For example, from a picture of a person's face one can typically directly recognize and identify the person if he or she is known. Consequently this picture contains related data of an individual. On the other hand the solely information of a fingerprint image can not be used easily for identification without help and/or information from a third person and/or a technical authentication system. These data are described as relatable data of a person. From the point of view of German law needs related data a higher degree of protection than relatable data. The differentiation between relatable data and related data is blurry: If in a multimodal database the picture of the face of a person is stored in addition to the fingerprint image of the same person with a direct relation between them, the entire data set of this individual is related data and the need of its protection rises strongly.
In this article we study the possibility of creation of virtual users in order to avoid the cross relation between the biometric data with the class of the test subjects in a biometric multimodal database. By avoiding these cross relations the necessary effort of data protection may decrease. In addition, a database of virtual users can be formed by mixing unimodal data from different unimodal and/or multimodal databases. We analyze the authentication performance of such virtual users' database using biometric handwriting and speech data. Real and virtual multimodal databases are compared in order to find out if it is an alternative to a multimodal database holding data only of real users.
This paper is structured as follows: In the second section the handwriting and the speech based systems are described shortly, and fundamentals and strategies of biometric fusion are given. Section three describes the evaluation methodology, the underlying multimodal database and biometric error rates as performance measure for the evaluation.
The test results and a discussion of their meaning are shown in section four. A short summary of this paper and an outlook of future work are given in section five.
MULTIMODAL BIOMETRIC FUSION
In this section the fundamentals of fusion of the handwriting and speech subsystems are described. Firstly, a general operation breakdown is given of the underlying algorithms, Biometric Hash for handwriting recognition and MelFrequency Cepstrum Coefficients for speech recognition. Secondly, the weighted fusion strategy for combing both subsystems is presented.
Verification algorithms
The verification algorithm for the online handwriting modality is based on the Biometric Hash algorithm, as introduced in detail in [11] and [12] . In general, this method determines a statistical feature vector of k=69 statistical parameters (online and offline features), which are transformed into the hash value space by an interval mapping function. This mapping, denoted as Key Generation, results in a feature vector representation ) ..., ,
supported by a user specific statistical model, consisting of an Interval Matrix (IM) and a Masking Vector (mv), which is obtained during enrollment.
Biometric Hash Authentication
Signals: against some decision threshold value T in the Hash Authentication Module. In our system, this authentication is performed by calculation of the Hamming Distance between the two vectors. Finally this verification method results in a binary True/False decision with respect to the actual biometric data and the given threshold.
x(t), y(t), p (t), θ(t), Φ(t)
The speaker verification uses Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC), aspiring to model sounds. As it is known the higher the frequency of two sounds the more difficult it becomes to distinguish them, a logarithmic scale -the mel scale [13] -for the perceived pitch is used. Also rather than just using the spectrum of the signal the spectrum of the log spectrum -the cepstrum [14] -of the signal is used. The method first separates the signal at every 10ms in frames of 30ms length with a hamming windowing function:
Afterwards on the spectrum of frames with an energy exceeding a defined threshold a filter bank was applied. This filter bank consisted of 20 uniformly distributed triangular band pass filters in steps of approximately 135.2 mels. Of this melfrequency wrapped spectrum Ψ the MFCC was calculated as follows:
An enrollment sample will represented as a set of 32 centroids retrieved from the MFCC vector set with the LBG algorithm presented by Linde et al. in [15] . The score between a verification/attack sample and an enrollment sample will be minimum squared euclidean distance between each of the verification sample's MFCCs and each of 32 enrollment centroids.
Fusion strategies
The fusion of handwriting and speech is carried out after the matching score computation within the verification process (fusion on matching score level). An important advantage lies here in the possibility of weighting the individual matching scores derived from each subsystem. For the fusion one of five weighting strategies presented in previous work ( [4] ) is used for multi-algorithmic fusion: the linear weighted fusion. With this strategy the subsystems are weighted by the relations of their empirical determined equal error rates (EERs). The EER is an evaluation parameter which is generally used for comparison of the authentication performance of biometric systems and is described in more detail in section 3.3 Evaluation Methodology. At the linear weighted fusion strategy the system, which received the highest EER, gets the smallest weight and contrary. The individual weights are determined according to the following formula: 
In this article we will focus on a limit of n = 2 modalities, handwriting and speech. The joint matching score of the weighted fusion is used by the decision module to determine the final authentication result of the whole system by a threshold based comparison.
METHODOLOGY
This section describes the basics of the evaluation of the multimodal system: In the first subsection an overview of the used multimodal database is given. The next subsection describes the terms of real and virtual users in more detail and proposes three methods to create virtual multimodal users based on single and/or multimodal biometric modality data. The biometric error rates used as authentication performance measure in this article are described in the third subsection.
Multimodal database
In this study an existing database storing multimodal biometric data (handwriting and speech) was used for researching the impacts of virtual users on verification algorithms and their fusion. The data used in this work was captured in three different countries (Germany, India and Italy) in English language within the research project CultureTech ( [16] ). Along with the biometric data, metadata describing the personal background of the data subjects and the technical environment was also captured, linked with the user's identity and finally stored in the database. As shown before in [8] Figure 3 shows the scheme of acquiring and processing handwriting and speech data for enrollment and verification. During the enrollment's data acquisition the metadata concerning personal and technical background are also determined and stored in the database. Later the metadata can be used to generate test sets according special evaluation scenarios, using a combination of one semantic of one nationality group for example. In order to examine the influence of virtual users on the authentication result, three groups are formed consisting of the participants of the individual nationalities: German, Indian and Italian. A fourth group is the union set of all test persons without consideration of their nationality. Further three semantics were selected from the biometric data of these three groups in order to study the impact of different semantics and nationalities. The semantic signature describes the signature recorded in handwriting modality and the good name recorded in speech modality and represent individual semantics that differ from test subject to test subject. A predefined PIN is given as "7-79-93" in both handwriting and speech, as well as the given sentence "Hello, how are you?".
Real users and virtual users
As shown in figure 4 (i.) The data of the users of type B are combined by linking handwriting and speech data from the different users to virtual users C. In order to enlarge an existing real multimodal database the virtual users can be added to the real users (see figure 4 (i.)). The possible total number of virtual users C (#C) is the minimum number of the type B users which have donated only handwriting (#B H ) or only speech (#B S ), respectively:
(ii.) In order to create virtual users (type C) the data of the two modalities are combined using the biometric data of the users of the types A and B under the condition that the originators of both are different persons (figure 4 (ii.)). This method breaks the cross relation between the data of the real users (A) and also expand the size of the database. Here the total number of virtual users C (#C) is determined by the minimum of all users which have given handwriting (#A H + #B H ) and/or speech (#A S + #B S ) biometrics:
(iii.) The third method uses only the multimodal data of the real users (A) to create virtual users (C) by recombining the handwriting and speech data (see figure 4 (iii.)). Here only the cross relations of the individuals are destroyed and the number of virtual users C (#C) is equal to the number of real users A (#A) as described in equitation (6):
An evaluation of the scenario described in (i) is presented in [5] 
Evaluation methodology
For our tests we use biometric error rates, where the False Rejection Rate (FRR) indicates how frequently authentic persons are rejected from the system whereas the acceptance rate of non-authentic subjects is represented by the False Acceptance Rate (FAR). The previous mentioned Equal Error Rate (EER) denotes the point of intersection of FRR and FAR characteristics where both error rates yields identical values. The EER is used to compare the results of different test scenarios. Additionally for the evaluation we determine the weights for handwriting and speech based on the EERs of the individual verification results of the single modalities regarding the formula (3) in section 2.2. Using these weights and the matching scores we fuse both systems and can calculate an EER of the multimodal system. For each user 5 enrollments of each modality are used, holding 4 handwriting or speech samples each. For verification issues 5 additional samples were captured. In the verification mode of the underlying evaluation system the enrollments of one user are compared with each verification sample of the same user. Based on these operations the FRR is captured for each test set. The considering FAR is determined by random attacks. Here each enrollment of one user is compared to each verification sample of all users except the current user. The method described simulates a closed scenario where only persons registered within the biometric system are considered.
EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section the evaluation results are presented and discussed based on comparison of real users and virtual users, and metadata semantic and nationality. Because of the limited number of real users as well as virtual users (see table 1) this study is not statistical representative but it shows the functional concept of creating virtual multimodal users based on single and/or multimodal data and evaluating such a virtual database based on additional data, here metadata semantic and nationality.
The tables 2 to 5 show the verification results in respect to the authentication performance measure used, the equal error rate (EER), for real and virtual users. The columns EER H and EER S for both, real users and virtual users show the EERs for the single biometric systems using handwriting (H) and speech (S), respectively. The columns titled fusion contain the individual weights (weight H , weight S ) of the modalities involved and the EER of the fused modalities. The rows hold the results of the semantics signature, PIN and sentence. The handwriting based system always determines the best results in comparison to the speech based system in respect to the EER in all test setups.
In The results of the Indian donors are shown in table 3. A general observation, the individual results of the subsystems as well as of the fusion for virtual users and all three semantics are worse than for real users. Another fact is that the fusion using real users' data leads to an improvement in two out of three cases: for signature it degrades by 8.8%, for PIN and sentence it improves by 7.2% and 73.3%, respectively. Based on the virtual users the fusion improves the best result of the systems involved for all three semantics by 10.8% for signature, 23.3% for PIN and 20.3% for sentence. In the comparison of the results of the Joint Set of Donors (see table 6 ) one can see that the results determined for real users of the handwriting subsystem are always better than the results of virtual ones. The relative difference lies between 23% and 32% for the three semantics. At the speech subsystem only for the PIN a small relative improvement (1.53%) was reached by using virtual data; for the signature and sentence the real users based EER are better than the values achieved by virtual users. For the joint set the multimodal fusion has reached in both cases, real and virtual database, an improvement for all three semantics. The relative improvement based on real users' database is between 1% and 15% and for virtual users it is between 1% and 19%. However, the multimodal fusion results obtained by real users are better than the results determined from virtual users. Based on the results presented in table 6 no general recommendations regarding creation and/or use of virtual users can be given. In the presented test environments an alteration of properties of the test set by extending the number of individuals and by changing the cross relations between the modalities of each user leads to unexpected results. It can not be predicted whether the creation of a virtual multimodal database, based on real multimodal and single-modal biometric data, will be result in an improvement or aggravation of the authentication performance.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has suggested a new evaluative methodology to study the impact of using virtual multimodal database for multimodal biometric experiments. By this way we have presented three methods to create a virtual database. We have validated one out of the suggested three concepts by performing experiments for a bi-modal fusion system based on handwriting and speech. Unfortunately no regularities were found to predict the behavior of a virtual multimodal database containing single and multimodal biometric data. A general observation, in our test scenarios the fusion based on virtual users leads always to an improvement of the verification performance of the single subsystems. On the other side, the fusion of real users' modalities reached a better result in comparison to the single algorithms in only 8 out of 12 cases. However, in only 4 out of 12 cases the fusion based on virtual database results in a better performance than the real users' fusion. One aim of our further work will be the collection of additional handwriting and speech data in order to enhance the test databases and obtain an equal number of users for the cultural based test sets. In future the behavior of virtual multimodal databases will be studied and compared with the results presented in this paper in order to research the influence of shuffling only real users' multimodal data to the authentication performance of the bi-modal system (see figure 4 (iii.)). Another point is to create virtual multimodal databases by usage of well known single and/or multimodal data, for example free available biometric data used for biometric evaluations.
